Classic Analogue Meters
VU meters can read Mic/Line input, DAW input or Direct Output,
switchable with Global Meter Select (on the master section)
Meter sensitivity can be globally adjusted to read 0VU = +4dB or 0VU = +10dB
All VU meters are fitted with LED’s
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IP111 Upper Input Module
Switchable Mic / Line input, with level control for each
The Ark’s Mic amp accepts signals from any type of microphone
Older Ribbon microphones or synths can be directly connected to the Mic input without a problem
The Ark’s Mic pre will not add any noise over and above that coming from the source
[Mic/Line] selects between the Mic or Line input with [Phase Reverse] after Mic / Line selection
Independent routing for SF (small fader) and LF (large fader)
Each of the paths can be independently send to pairs of subgroups and to 2 stereo master outputs
Each path had it’s own insert send and return with switch activation and positioning
DAW input with it’s dedicated trim pot is another line input
Apart from DAW return it can also be used for any line level source or for analogue tape returns
[IP Rev] switch reverses the signal path of Mic/Line and DAW through SF and LF
[Direct Out LF] swtiches the source of Direct Out from SF to LF
The IP111 input module, routes each of 3 inputs to the LF or SF path
The outputs of the faders can each be routed to 14 outputs
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Classic Analogue Meters
Master VU meters read Master 1 Left / Right and Master 2 Left / Right
Solo meters read PFL, AFL or SIP
Meter sensitivity can be globally adjusted to read 0VU = +4dB or 0VU = +10dB
All VU meters are fitted with LED’s
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IP 601 / IP 602 / IP 603 Upper Master Modules
These 3 modules are identical.
IP601 controls the 8 master subgroups outputs.
IP602 controls Aux A master outputs 1 to 8
IP603 controls Aux B master outputs 1 to 8
Each output has AFL output monitoring
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IP 508 Middle Master Section
The Ark 4048 is one of the few consoles with support for 500 modules
The middle section of the master bucket has one row of 8 slots for 500 modules
Note that none of these slots are “tied” to the channels or outputs
Actually the slots are totally independent from the rest of the console
They have their own I/O connectors on the back panel, and their own power supply
Consider it an 8-slot rack which is installed in the Ark 4048
This allows you to use any 500 module (or chain of modules) on any channel, insert or output
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IP508 Middle Input Section
The Ark 4048 is one of the few consoles with full support for 500 modules
The middle section of the input channels has two rows of slots for 500 modules
This totals to 16 slots per 8-channel bucket,
for a total of 40 slots in the console
Note that none of these slots are “tied” to the channels
Actually the slots are totally independent from the rest of the console
They have their own I/O connectors on the back panel, and their own power supply
Consider it mutliple 500-series racks which are installed in the Ark 4048
This allows you to use any 500 module (or chain of modules) on any channel, insert or output
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IP 516 Multipurpose Input Module
The IP516 is a multipurpose 8 stereo (or mono) input module
It can be used for effects or groups returns, or for any stereo or mono source
Bal / Pan
The Bal / Pan pot functions as balance when the input is stereo, or pan when input is mono
[Mono] As standard, each channel is stereo
When the mono switch is activated only the left input is used,
and gets routed to both Left and Right outputs.
[Mstr1] switch sends the output to Stereo Master 1 bus
[Mstr2] switch sends the output to Stereo Master 2 bus
Both master outputs can be used at the same time.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IP311 Lower Input module
It’s designed to offer extended auxiliary send options for the Large Fader and Small Fader
The IP311 can send the LF and SF signals to a total of 16 auxes
using our unique Aux Doubling Technology
On the master section of the Ark 8, you’ll find a total of 16 aux master outputs
Two sets of eight, named Aux master “A” 1 to 8, and Aux master “B” 1 to 8
At any time, 8 of these 16 auxes can be accessed from any channel
There are 8 Aux Sends on the IP311 lower input
Aux sends 1 to 4 are mono. Aux sends 5 to 8 are stereo pairs
Each of the mono aux sends can be independently switched On/Off
The stereo aux sends are switched per pair
Apart from that, each pair of auxes can be:
Pre or Post fader / On Small Fader or Large Fader path / Send to Aux master “A” or “B” output
It actually means you can have up to 16 auxes,
8 of which can be accessed at the same time on a per-channel basis
All these auxes can be pre or post fader, and can be used on either the small or large fader path
And it means each of these auxes can be independently turned on/off
The small (60mm) fader has pan, solo, solo safe and mute
The large fader has pan, solo and solo safe switch and a large fader mute switch
All the solo switches on the Ark8 can act as PFL, AFL, or SIP (Solo-In-Place)
Solo functionality is globally controlled from the master section
All switches are illuminated, but the LED intensity can be globally controlled

IP 702 Master Module
The main master module of the Ark is really amazing and offers an incredible amount
of functionality at your fingertips.
The IP702 features:
* Global functions including lights dim, VU reading source, VU level, and Solo functionality
* Communications with Talkback and Listen input, both with auto function
* Two independent Cue mixes with routing from auxes, masters and CRM
* Two stereo Master output faders with switchable inserts
* 4 external stereo inputs (with doubled input for Ext 4 on the front panel)
* 4 stereo Control Room Monitor outputs
* Independent Trim control for each of the speaker sets
* Independent Trim control for Dim and Solo
* Talkback to Comms or Cues, with individually selectable Talkback Latch
* External inputs to L/R masters, group busses and aux busses
* One large, beautiful, handcrafted, wooden Control Room Monitor volume knob
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Empty Space for mouse / keyboard / FX / controller
We left some empty space below the main master section,
understanding that you’ll probably want to put
* mouse
* keyboard
* FX
* Controller
or a combination of all those here
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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